
BLOG POST 1- What is the difference between cryptocurrency, digital currency and
virtual currency?

Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin have revolutionized finance and brought about new ways to
manage your money. Other forms of electronic money have been around for a while besides
print money, like digital and virtual currency. However, crypto offers more options for managing
your money and some essential differences that make it more appealing to most people. This
blog post examines all three kinds of currencies. Explaining what they are as well as their
strengths and weaknesses. Read on to discover key details and how to pick the right one for
your own financial needs.

CRYPTOCURRENCY
Crypto is an internet medium exchange for financial transactions defined by its strength in a
decentralized market and reputation in the Blockchain industry. The most popular form of
cryptocurrency is Bitcoin, followed by Ethereum, Ripple and many more. It first started gaining
traction in 2009 when Satoshi Nakamoto first coined the term Bitcoin back in 2019. Users like it
because it's community-focused, has a stronger user interface, a feeling of personal ownership,
speedy transactions, cheaper banking fees, and is very customizable. It’s not entirely foolproof,
though, with some risk involved and a bit complicated for some people to use.

DIGITAL CURRENCY
Digital currency is also an internet medium exchange, with the critical difference being most
operate as a centralized exchange, where most crypto is decentralized. It is more like a bank
where a central authority manages a user's financial information and provides currency in digital
form rather than physical. So users don’t directly control it, and because it’s centralized, higher
banking fees accrue. Transactions typically take longer, and there is the risk of double-spending.
However, the digital currency does have strength in liquidity, and since it’s been around longer
than crypto, more people are familiar with it. Additionally, it’s not as volatile as crypto and not
intimidating for people to use.

VIRTUAL CURRENCY
Virtual currency is a subtext of digital currency, and it is an electronic form of payment.
Examples of virtual currency are most commonly found in software for computers and mobile.
Like crypto, it is not centralized or regulated. Certain video games use virtual currency, like
World of Warcraft. Or more recent video games such as Fortnight and NBA 2K20. Users of
those video games use real money to buy virtual currency to purchase in-game assets like new
weapons and gear. Another way to think of virtual currency includes virtual arcade tokens or
casino chips. Its primary concern for users is it’s more like a closed garden and doesn't offer the
potential investment growth of other currencies like crypto, which can act like real money.

CONCLUSION
Crypto is a digital currency characterized by its value as a decentralized exchange. If you want
the most personal control of your money, you should choose it as long as its potential risk and



fluctuating income do not dissuade you. Digital currency is also a form of electronic media, but
unlike crypto, most of them provide central exchange services more like a bank. You should
choose if you're more comfortable with traditional banking methods. Finally, virtual currency is
also similar to crypto and digital but is most valuable to people under more niche circumstances,
like buying goods in services through a video game.

Thanks for reading. Now that you have a basic understanding of the different kinds of electronic
currencies, you may want some clarification on the key differentiators between centralized and
decentralized exchanges. For answers, read our next blog post to determine how these two
types of exchanges differ.

BLOG POST 2- Decentralized exchange versus a centralized exchange

What is the difference between decentralized exchange and centralized exchange? More
importantly, why should you care, and what does it mean for crypto? To summarize quickly,
Crypto is appealing to many people because of its decentralized freedom. Decentralized means
your money is under your control, giving you more financial freedom versus an enterprise bank
controlling your money which centralized is. Both offer different strengths and weaknesses. And
like our previous blog post on the three types of different currencies, this blog post will help
guide you by giving you information to pick the right one for you.

ADVANTAGES OF DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
Decentralized is what defines crypto. Having more personal control of your money is its biggest
strength.

The other enhancements are
● Speed- Decentralized exchange financial transactions happen much quicker than

centralized.
● Security- Crypto users use digital keys and are tied to one individual to use, so many feel

it's safer than having their money in a bank.
● Personable- Crypto is easy to customize, and make it your own.
● Open- You don’t need to get approved by a bank since crypto is available to everyone.
● Cheaper bank fees- Since you’re not relying on an enterprise to manage your money,

any banking fees you accrue are much lower.
● Privacy- Since cryptocurrency is tied to a key, your identity is more private.
● Future proof- Those concerned about regular currency like Euro, Yen and American

dollar falling in value look to crypto as a future investment.

DISADVANTAGES OF DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
Not everything is positive about crypto and other forms of decentralized exchange, and you
should be aware of its shortcomings.



Money loss- If you lose your crypto money, it’s gone for good and not recoverable. With
centralized exchanges, if you file a claim and provide evidence, you’ll likely get your money
back, but with crypto, not so much.

Volatility- Crypto has only been around since 2009, and depending on which kind you use, its
profitability fluctuates. The crypto you bought today might be worth thousands more if you
bought it two years later. So like, the stock market value of your crypto can go up and down
randomly.

Theft- Despite being on a very secure decentralized network, crypto users are still vulnerable to
hacking and theft. While it’s more secure than a centralized exchange, there is always the risk
that hackers can find new ways to hack your money as tech improves.

Legal Issues- Crypto is legal in the US and other countries like Australia. However, China,
Russia and a few others have banned them. So it’s something to be aware of when investing in
them.

ADVANTAGES OF CENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
Centralized exchange differs from a decentralized exchange in a few key ways, and while some
may think it’s outdated, there are some benefits to using it.

● Liquidity- Centralized exchange currency has much stronger assets that can transfer to
cash.

● Less risk- Banks have been around for a while, so most users feel safer using them.
● Can still use Crypto- Not all crypto operates on a decentralized exchange, so that the

user can use crypto like Coinbase and Binance.
● Less micromanagement- Digital exchange offers more personal authority, but that

means you must monitor your money and security more closely with centralized you
have others supporting you.

DISADVANTAGES OF CENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
The reason users go to decentralized or crypto is that the government regulates it. We touched
on the advantages of decentralized earlier, but here are some other things to ponder.

Banking costs- Centralized exchange offers more security and peace of mind, but banking fees
from trading and transactions charge users much more than decentralized exchange users. The
differences can be in the thousands.

Less privacy- Like a regular bank, you have to provide personal information to use their
service. That means providing information like your household income, family size and more
you’d rather keep private.



Lack of true ownership- Since you depend on a bank or another financial institution to manage
your money, centralized exchange can’t provide 100% financial accountability.

CONCLUSION
To summarize, decentralized exchanges like Bitcoin offer way more personalization than
centralized exchanges, which acts more like a closed garden. Both have their advantages and
disadvantages to consider before deciding where to invest your money. Like the stock market, a
combination of either gives you options, and with experience, you’ll find the right one that
matches your needs.
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